We report on a clear solar-cycle variation of the Sun's shadow in the 10 TeV cosmic-ray flux observed by the Tibet air shower array during a full solar cycle from 1996 to 2009. In order to clarify the physical implications of the observed solar cycle variation, we develop numerical simulations of the Sun's shadow, using the potential field source surface (PFSS) model and the current sheet source surface (CSSS) model for the coronal magnetic field. We find that the intensity deficit in the simulated Sun's shadow is very sensitive to the coronal magnetic field structure, and the observed variation of the Sun's shadow is better reproduced by the CSSS model. This is the first successful attempt to evaluate the coronal magnetic field models by using the Sun's shadow observed in the TeV cosmic-ray flux. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The Sun has a strong and complex magnetic field, and much of the solar activity appears to be directly connected to the properties of the magnetic field varying with a period of about 11 years. The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is the term representing the solar magnetic field carried outward by the solar wind into the heliosphere as magnetic field lines from the Sun are dragged along by the highly conductive solar wind plasma [1] . While the large-scale structure of the IMF is fairly simple and stable far from the Sun, the coronal magnetic field near the Sun is more complex and has not been fully understood yet. Since coronal magnetic fields are still difficult to observe with direct or remote measurements, they have to be extrapolated from the observed photospheric fields. A simple and widely adopted model, the potential field source surface (PFSS) model [2, 3] , assumes that electric currents play a negligible role in the solar corona. The current sheet source surface (CSSS) model, on the other hand, includes large-scale horizontal currents [4, 5] . The latter is physically more realistic and capable of reproducing the observed cusp structures in the solar corona better than the PFSS model does [6] .
The Sun with an optical diameter of about 0.5
• viewed from Earth blocks cosmic rays coming from the direction of the Sun and casts a shadow in the cosmic-ray intensity, which is possibly influenced by the solar magnetic field [7] . The Tibet air shower (AS) experiment has been successfully observing the Sun's shadow at TeV energies and has confirmed, for the first time, the effect of the solar magnetic field on the shadow [8, 9] . In this Latter, we present the temporal variation of the Sun's shadow observed in the period of 1996 -2009, covering the Solar Cycle 23, and discuss the effects of the large-scale solar magnetic field by means of numerical simulations based on the coronal magnetic field models.
II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
The Tibet AS array has been operating at Yangbajing (4,300 m above sea level) in Tibet, China since 1990. The effective area of the AS array has been gradually enlarged, in several steps, by adding 0.5 m 2 scintillation detectors to the preceding Tibet-I, II, and III arrays [10] .
In this Letter, we analyze the AS events obtained by the same detector configuration as the Tibet-II array which started operation in 1995 [11] . The overall angular resolution and is defined as the number of events arriving from the direction within a circle of 0.9
• radius centered at the given point on the celestial sphere. The number of background or off-source events ( N off ) is then calculated by averaging the number of events within each of the eight off-source windows which are located at the same zenith angle as the on-source window [12] . We then estimate the flux deficit relative to the number of background events as from 0.3 to 1000 TeV. We throw primary cosmic rays toward the observation site on the top of the atmosphere along the path of the Sun, and generate AS events in the atmosphere using the CORSIKA code [16] with the QGSJET hadronic interaction model. These simulated AS events are fed into the detector simulation based on the Epics code [17] , and are analyzed in the same way as the experimental data to deduce the AS size and the arrival direction.
An opposite charge is assigned to the primary particle of each analyzed event, and these antiparticles are shot back in random directions within a circular window of the radius of 4
• centered at the Sun from the first interaction point in the atmosphere. A fourth order
Runge-Kutta algorithm is applied to calculate the trajectory of each antiparticle in the model magnetic field described below. We then select trajectories reaching the photosphere, and the initial shooting direction of each trajectory is tagged as a "forbidden orbit". After smearing the initial shooting direction mimic the angular resolution, we finally obtain the predicted shadow.
For the coronal magnetic field, we examine two source surface (SS) models. The SS is defined as a boundary spherical surface where magnetic field lines become purely radial, 5 being dragged out by the supersonic solar wind. The SS models express the magnetic field in terms of the scalar magnetic potential expanded into a spherical harmonic series which includes terms corresponding to the dipole field as well as the higher-order terms representing complicated field structures deduced from the photospheric magnetic field observations [18] .
One of the models is the PFSS model assuming current-free conditions (i.e., ∇ × B = 0, where B is the magnetic field vector) in the solar corona. It contains two free parameters, the radius R ss of the SS and the order of the spherical harmonic series n. In this work, we set R ss to 2.5 solar radii (2.5R ⊙ ) which is a realistic standard value [3] , and we set n = 10 which is sufficient to describe fine structures relevant to the orbital motion of high energy particles. The other model is the CSSS model [5] , which includes the large-scale horizontal currents. The CSSS model involves four free parameters, R ss , n, the radius R cp (< R ss ) of the spherical surface where the magnetic cusp structure in the helmet streamers appears and the length scale of horizontal electric currents in the corona l a . Here, we examine two different cases with R ss = 2.5R ⊙ , and R ss = 10R ⊙ . The former is a standard value used in the original paper [5] while the latter gained recent support by some evidence [6, 19] .
Placing the SS at 10R ⊙ or farther from the Sun yields better agreement with the latitudeindependent IMF strength observed by Ulysses [20] and better reproduces the solar cycle variation of the IMF magnitude observed at the Earth. The other parameters, n, R cp and l a are set to 10, 1.7R ⊙ , and 1.0R ⊙ , respectively [6] , while we find the reproduced solar cycle variation of the Sun's shadow less sensitive to these parameters.
The components of B are calculated at each point on the antiparticle's orbit in space by using the harmonic coefficients derived for every Carrington rotation (CR) period (∼27.3 days) from the photospheric magnetic field observations with the spectromagnetograph of the National Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak [21] . 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For quantitative analysis of the temporal variation of the Sun's shadow, we use the central deficit, D obs , measured at the center of the two-dimensional map in Fig. 1 . Open squares in Fig. 3 Fig. 3(a) [24] . The amplitude of the yearly variation of the central D obs is as large as 50% of the deficit expected from the apparent angular size of the Sun shown by the horizontal dashed line. This is remarkably different from variation of the Moon's shadow in Fig. 3(c) , which remains stable during the whole period (see [12] for more details about the Moon's shadow). Since the Moon and the Sun observed from Earth have almost the same angular size, the stable deficit due to the Moon's shadow provides a good estimate of any conceivable systematic or instrumental effect. The dashed line in Fig. 3(c) indicates the deficit expected from the Moon's apparent angular size, which undergoes an approximately ±0.26% variation due to the variation of the distance between the Earth and the Moon. We estimate that the observed deficit due to the Moon's shadow, averaged from Fig. 3(b) , we perform a χ 2 test as
where D Table I . For the PFSS model, the χ 2 yields a very low likelihood of 4.9 × 10 −5 since the MC simulations assuming the PFSS model yield too small D MC to explain the observed deficit shown in Fig. 3(b) . The difference is particularly significant in 1996 and 1997. On the other hand, the predictions assuming the CSSS model (green squares) are in good agreement with the observations. Furthermore, we also find that the CSSS model with R ss = 10.0R ⊙ shown by red circles gives, overall, an even better agreement than the case with R ss = 2.5R ⊙ . We note that the PFSS model assuming R ss ≫ 2.5R ⊙ was omitted from simulations, because this magnetic field is dominated by the unrealistic closed The Sun's shadow observed by the Tibet AS array offers a powerful tool for analyzing the solar magnetic field quantitatively. It is noted, however, that building a unique coronal magnetic field only from the observation of the Sun's shadow would be difficult, since the observed Sun's shadow reflects not only the coronal magnetic field, but also the integrated IMF between the Sun and the Earth. We conclude that the Sun's shadow is better reproduced by the CSSS model than by the PFSS model. We find that the flux deficit in the Sun's simulated shadow is very sensitive to the coronal magnetic field structure, which is still difficult to observe with direct or remote measurements. This is the first successful attempt to evaluate the coronal field models by using the Sun's shadow observed in TeV cosmic rays. 
